Pre-Kindy is always an exciting place to be especially, with eager, bright new students in new, fabulous-looking uniforms. (Mr Jackman - Fashion Designer... who would have thought!?)

In Pre-K 2 we are starting the term with Nursery Rhymes and this week we have changed a few things around. Humpty Dumpty also ‘runs around playing hide and seek all through the town, but we can’t find Humpty Dumpty.’ When we do find him, we use our directional language to describe where he is hiding. We have a classical as well as the classic twinkle twinkle and many new songs as well.

We were detectives looking for circles around the room and watch out for the Japanese colour names that will start to come home. (A hint - red this week is aka.)

We all loved Library with Mrs Wells especially Patrick who even gets to take the library teacher home each night. And music with Ms Sargeant is fabulous. And this is why I have the ‘best job in the world.’

Thank you to Bill for making the wonderful tables for our Pre-Kindergarten children.

Kate and Sieanna love drawing at the new table.

Anna, Sieanna, Anneque and Fraser sort out shells and rocks displaying them in rows.

Jacob and Hayden fixed everything in sight.

Patrick, Isabel, Ruby and Tom were very busy in and around the sandpit.

Alexia, Natalie, Sarah and Anneque had fun being horses and riders.

The tent was the place to be.